
International Studies Council Meeting 
7 March 2016 
 
Minutes 
 
Attendees: 
 
Steve Forrest (LLC), Kalpen Trivedi (IPO), Jack Ahern (IPO), Ken Reade (IPO), Howard 
Peelle (Education), Bogdan Prokopovych (Isenberg), John Hagen (Dept of Aerospace 
Studies), Tayeb El-Hibri (Judaic and Near Eastern Studies), Elizabeth Chilton (Research 
and Engagement), Carolyn Cave (CNS), Stacy Lutsch (IPO), John Hagen (Aerospace 
Studies), Isabel Espinal (Library), Gonen Dori-Hacohen (Communication), Barker Fariss 
(Anthropology), Amy Wordelman (Five College Center for Study of World Languages), 
Sandip Kundu (Electrical and Computer Engineering), Tim Lang (CHC), Margaret Allard 
(English for Academic Purposes), Hava Siegelmann (Computer Science), Krishna Poudel 
(Public Health), Irena Bozin (CPE) 
 
Guests: Debbie Gould, Provost’s Office and John McCarthy, Grad School/Provost’s Office 
 
I. Steve Forrest presents February minutes for approval.  
 
II. Shorelight LDL approval. Debbie Gould and John McCarthy present Shorelight case 
and give context. Approved by budget and graduate councils. Reviewed by IT council – 
issues related to learning management system – voted its approval. Going to be 
discussed at student affairs and university life next week. Has been reviewed by 
Academic Priorities committee. This council and ISC are the last to review and issue 
approval. Two departments have decided to be involved – Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineering. 

A. ESL program question: what kind of English language competence is 
necessary? Is it important to be able to write academic papers in English? Or 
will translation services be provided? Answer: Standard TOEFL will apply to 
these students. SF raises issue that students will not get full immersive on-
campus experience, so language acquisition will be slower, even with 8 
weeks in the summer? Shorelight will reimburse UMass plus overhead for 8 
week intensive ESL instruction in the summer, same as they do for any other 
services we render.  

B. Still negotiating parts of the agreement. How long of a period should we 
commit to? Likely to be between five and 10 years.  

C. Financial liability – UMass can’t lose – we are reimbursed for everything from 
translation services to departmental advocates. No financial risk. But UMass 
retains academic autonomy. Agreement is structured so that UMass shares 
in the profit. Synthetic partnership is legal term. Look at it like we look at 
CPE. We make a profit off it, but quality control keeps profit margin from 
skyrocketing.  



D. JA – number of benefits to internationalization plan. 
i. Brings int’l students to our campus in the summer 

ii. Translation center will be engaged in translating degree programs 
– provides paid work for them. 

iii. Basis to expand and grow partnerships in key host cities. 
E. Hava asks if we are planning on opening campuses in these key cities. JA – 

no, it is digital.  
F. Isabel Espinal asks if it mostly engineering. Are we looking at opening this 

type of partnership opportunity to other not-for-profit companies? SF: this 
type of for-profit partnership is happening in UG advising right now, so it’s 
not a new model. Have not yet decided on what degrees will be offered. 
They’ll always be Master’s level degrees with possibly growing to pre-
professional degrees. Sustainability Science in CNS is another possibility.  

G. This is the Provost’s idea. How will this expand? How much will it expand? 
Rapid growth would be a good problem to have. This idea seems like a good 
idea to increase revenue because the university has a revenue problem. 

H. Worst case scenario: Shorelight goes bankrupt and we have to provide a 
year’s worth of classes on our dime. Tim Lang foresees other worst case 
scenarios, like accreditation or loss of institutional academic reputation. JA: 
NEASC will continue to accredit this program and we do not want to put our 
accreditation in jeopardy.  

I. Timeline: hope is to bring the first class in in summer 2017. JA is convinced 
we have control over the quality of the programs. SF says vote was 11-1. 
Electronic vote was already reported. Abstention rate is high; average ISC 
voting rate is 17.7.  

J. Howard Peelle – will we communicate our sentiments directly to the 
Provost? Suggestion: make the ISC report available to her once it has been 
approved at April 4 ISC.  

III. COPE report from Tim Lang 
A. Susan Ware FLP to India: preliminary proposal for India trip connected to 

existing class called “Ideas that change the world” in CHC/History. 
B. Policy on credit hours. 3. Minimum requirement of 12 students on any FLP 

with exceptions. UMass Amherst is the only campus in the system that 
doesn’t have a minimum enrollment for courses.  
 

IV. JA director’s report.  
A. Hokkaido delegations this month. 1st – global agriculture. 2nd – big data. They will 

invite our faculty to teach at their summer institute. 25 freshmen from Hokkaido.  
B. ACE – UG education council, grad council. New work on int’l students. Organizing 

focus group to take the pulse of int’l student body on campus. Int’l student 
festival Sat April 9. 

 


